Abstract-Energy efficiency and fault-tolerant mechanism are two important issues in the research field of the WSNs. How to build the topological structure to improve the faulttolerant ability and decrease the energy consumption is a puzzle for the researchers. In this paper, we take the complex network as a research instrument and use the scale-free feature to improve the robustness of the network. Besides, based on the more energy-efficient local world evolving model, through dynamic self-regulation of the node's attractiveness, we reach the target of prolonging the network lifetime. The last but not least, the simulation result indicates that our model indeed effectively controls the excessive inflation of the node degree under the precondition of maintaining the scale-free feature. So our model makes definite sense to the research of topological structure in the WSNs.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the comprehensive development of multiple disciplines, such as the modern sensor technology, microelectronics technology, communication technology, embedded computing technology and so on. The wireless sensor networks (WSNs) [1] have a growing application space. A wireless sensor network consists of a large number of cheap, tiny sensor nodes deployed in the monitoring area, makes use of wireless communication to form of a multiple hop and self-organized network system, and aims at synergic perceiving, collecting and disposing the information from the sensed object, then sends the serviceable information to the observer for accomplishing anticipated mission. A vast number of sensor nodes are the foundation of structuring the WSNs, but each node has limited energy, and the energy is very difficult to replenish due to the restriction of the deployed environment [2] . So how to save the nodes' energy, balance the energy consumption of network and realize the maximization of network lifetime, all this time, is a hot issue in the research field of WSNs [3] [4] [5] The study found that the topology of the network has a significant influence on the network lifetime. Reasonable topological structure can increase the efficiency of communication and data exchange among the nodes, so as to reduce the energy consumption and extend the network survivability [6] [7] [8] [9] . Besides, it also plays a positive role to the robustness of the network.
Currently, the complex network has become one of the most important interdisciplinary research areas [10] [11] . It abstracts a mass of real complex system in order to describe and reveal their internal relationship and interaction with each other. The universal method is to abstract the research objects of the complex system as the nodes, treat the relationship among the objects as the edges of the network, at the same time, according to the different objects and the tightness of the relationship, import the fitness, attractiveness, weight and so on into the network to further depict system. In the research of some complex system, such as the Internet [12] , social network [13] , scientists cooperation network [14] and so on, through abstracting these systems as the networks, the researchers explore the mass elements and the complicated relationship among them, and aim at researching their dynamic behavior and the topological structure stability from the macroscopic point of view. The WSNs also could be deemed as the complex systems, because the WSNs are composed by a mass of sensor nodes and have some kind of topological structure, the sensor nodes are regarded as the nodes of the complex network, and the communication among the nodes could be deemed as the edges of the complex network, the data or traffic between nodes could be represented by edge weights, the node's ability of disposing the data could be shown by the node strength, and so on. Consequently, there are many researchers working on using the complex network theory to analysis the characteristics of WSNs at present, such as Zhu and Luo use the complex network to build a energy-efficient evolution model [15] , Guidoni D and Mini R design a resilient heterogeneous wireless sensor networks based on small world concepts [16] , Gengzhong Z and Qiumei L make a survey of WSNs based on small world network Model [17] , and so on. They use the complex network theory as the tools to research the WSNs' structural characteristics and find the suitable way to improve the WSNs' performance, such as improving the energy efficiency and the fault tolerance.
II. BA MODEL AND EXTENDED MODELS

A. BA Model
Barabasi and Albert together put forward the scale-free network model in 1999, called as BA model for short. This model provides a new perspective for the people to realize the complex network, and creates a new situation for researching the complex network. Compared with previous small world model [21] , one of the most prominent feature of BA model is that its degree distribution follows the power-law form. This feature can match many complex systems in the real world, such as the Internet, WWW, metabolic network and so on. Through further explaining the formation mechanism of power-law distribution, it's found that there are two crucial mechanisms deciding the evolution of BA model: growth and preferential attachment. The growth represents a dynamic development of network, and the preferential attachment embodies the connected trend of a new node. Under the effect of the two aspects, the evolving model of network can have the character of scale-free.
The network generation algorithm of the BA scale-free model is as follows:
There are 0 m nodes and 0 l edges in the original. Growth: add a new node into the network at every time step, and the node will connect to 0 () m m m  existing different nodes in the network.
Preferential attachment: the new node connects to the existing node i , the probability of connection is proportional to the degree of the node i , so the probability formula is:
where j j k  is the total of the nodes' degrees in the network.
After t time steps, the network has 
According to analysis on the evolutionary process of BA model, we can find that there are two quite obvious diversities which make the BA model can't tally with the evolutionary process of the WSNs well.
To begin with, in the BA model, when a new node is coming into the network, it must know the link information of every node. It's very hard for the sensor node limited by its communication ability. Even if the sensor node could perceive the global information, it would pay the price of high energy consumption. Due to the sensor node with limited energy, this approach the loss is more than the gain.
The second, the degree of the node in the BA model has a close relation with the existing time of the node, the longer the time is, and the greater the degree will be. The "young" node will have a low degree or even become an isolated node. The preferred connection of the sensor needs to refer to its own some important properties, such as the residual energy, the distance to the new node and so on. When an existing node has more residual energy, and is nearer to the new node, so the possibility of being linked rises. The WSNs demand to avoid the isolated nodes appearing in the network and control the node degree to prevent the node quick failure caused by the overmuch links.
Contraposing the defects of the above two aspects, we must extend the BA model so as to set up an evolving model which could satisfy the real evolutionary process of the WSNs. Then we begin to introduce two kinds important extensional model for drawing out our model.
B. The DMS Evolving Network Model
The DMS model is an extensional model of BA model proposed by Dorogovtsev, Mendes and Samukhin in 2000. This linear increasing model imports a concept of attractiveness. In other words, it utilizes the degree and initial attractiveness collectively to decide the probability of linking a new node.
The probability formula of preferential attachment is expressed as the follow:
where  is the initial attractiveness of the node, and its value is a constant quantity.
is the sum of the other nodes' degrees and the attractiveness. Because of the degree and the initial attractiveness together governing the connection to the new node in DMS model, so even if a node is young and only has a few links, it can own a high connecting probability depending on its great attractiveness. This breaks the dependence on the existing time of the node, and has more practical significance. According to the above probability formula to deduce further, we find that the network obeys the power-law distribution with the exponent of degree ( 
C. The Local-World Evolving Network Model
The other influential model is the local-world evolving network model presented by Li and Chen in 2003 . This model reveals the locality of the nodes in many real-life networks through bringing into the local-world concept. Every node only knows and uses the link information of its local world.
The local-world evolving network model is generated by the following process.
There are 0 m nodes and 0 l edges in the initial network.
Growth: import a new node into the network at each time step.
Preferential attachment: randomly select M nodes from the existing nodes, defined as the local world of the new node. The new coming node will connect () m m M  nodes in the network, so the probability of linking is:
where
is the sum of the degree of M nodes in the local world. Apparently, the biggest difference with the BA model is the BA model selecting the node to link from the whole network, but the local world model makes the preferential attachment in a local world. When a sensor is coming into the network, it can't perceive the global linking information due to its limited communication capacity, but can get the connection information from its local world. This point proves the local-world model is in accord with the evolutionary process of the WSNs. Consequently, we choose the localworld model as the base for the WSNs evolving network model.
After analyzing in the second section, the local-world model improves the situation that the node can't obtain the global information, and the DMS model makes the link of node not only depend on the age of the node, but also relate to the node's initial attractiveness used to reflect some own characters. But the attractiveness is an equivalent constant, and once imported into the network, its value won't be changed. This neither embodies the individual difference between the nodes, nor dynamically adjusts along with the evolution of the network. Therefore, on the basis of the above analysis, we put forward a local-world evolving model for wireless sensor networks with the self-regulating attractiveness in the next paragraph.
III. A LOCAL-WORLD EVOLVING MODEL FOR WSNS
WITH THE SELF-REGULATING ATTRACTIVENESS Combining with the real evolving situation of WSNs, our model imports two important factors (the surplus energy and the distance between the nodes) which have a momentous influence on the energy efficiency of the network. Depending on the two factors to continually adjust the own attractiveness, our model could regulate the probability of preferential connection in case the node's degree inflates excessively.
The evolutionary process of our model is similar to the local-world mode, but the probability of preferential connection is distinctly different. The probability formula of our model is:
where M is the local word of a new coming node, t is the evolving time, i E is the residue energy of sensor node, E is the dissipative energy for setting up or holding a link at every time step. i L is the distance of the new node to the node i ,  is the attractiveness of the node, we can find that from the Eq. (5), the attractiveness of the sensor node is adjusted by the ( , , )
When the residue energy of the node i is more and the distance to the new node is nearer, the value of ( , , )
larger, so the attractiveness of the node i is bigger to increase the probability of link. If the number of the links was too many, it would cost so much energy to maintain these links that the residual energy of the node will decrease. Compared with the node having the similar distance to the new node, its probability will become too small to connect the new node so as to prevent running out of energy.
At the same time, we sketch the schematic diagram as the following Fig. 1 to explain the process of preferential connection in our model.
The subgraphs (a,b,c,d)respectively express the different situations how a new coming node to choose the suitable nodes according to the distance and the residual energy from the local world. In the subgraph d, the node A costs a lot of energy to link and maintain many edges, then the personal attractiveness is regulated to reduce the probability of preferential connection against the energy 1792 JOURNAL OF NETWORKS, VOL. 9, NO. 7, JULY 2014 being depleted, so the new coming node C choose B to link. The next, through the continuum theory [22] , we calculate three conditions of the degree distribution based on the range of the local world M .
1. Mm  , in this case, the coming node will connect to every node of its local world, the effect of preferential attachment will be lost, only the growth mechanism is still playing a role. At this time, the each node in the network has a same constant probability of connection which is:
The rate of change of the th i node's degree is:
Solve differential equations and get the expression for the degree of node i . M m t  , the local world of each node is the whole network, in other words, the range of preferential attachment for each node is the global network, the local world of the node vanishes. The network model translates into the DMS model with the self-regulating attractiveness, and the probability formula of preferential attachment is as the following one:
where ( ( , , ) )
is the sum of the degree and the attractiveness of all nodes, and approximates
 is the average of the residual and the L  is the mean value of the distance between nodes. The rate of change of the node degree is:
Due to () ii k t m  , Solve the above differential equations:
Further deduce the probability of the nodes' degree distribution.
(1 )
Therefore, the degree exponent of the network is: 
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Suppose that the th i node is coming into the network at the time i t , the initial degree of the node is ()
Generate it into the differential Eq. (17), we can get the relationship of the node's degree with the evolving time.
Then the probability of the node's degree less than the k can be counted by the following formula:
Because of adding a node at each same time step, the i t follows the uniform distribution. That is at the time t , the distribution function of i t is
the Eq. (19), and t , we can get that:
The expression of the degree distribution could be shown by the following one.
In the case of 
where local E  and local L  respectively indicate the average of the residual energy and distance in the local world. The degree exponent still isn't a constant value, this also embodied the diversity of the WSNs with the different features.
Our model considers the energy efficiency of the WSNs, based on the local world model, imports the concept of attractiveness, combines with the two important factors, the residual energy and distance of the nodes which make a significant influence on the energy consumption and topological structure, continually adjusts the probability of preferential attachment to select the advantaged sensor nodes to link.
This way not only economizes the energy of the sensor nodes, but also controls the degree of the sensors against a profound loss of energy. Besides, this could maintain the scale-free character to improve the invulnerability of the network.
IV. SIMULATION RESULT AND ANALYSIS
In our simulation experiment, the wireless sensor nodes are deployed on 100 100  plane area. Each node knows its coordinate and has the equal initial energy This point also corresponds to the result of the classic local-world evolving model.
In Fig. 2 , the simulation result and the theoretical curve of our model compare with the power-law line of the BA model in different situations (M=m, m<<M<<m 0 +t, M= m 0 +t). Where the number of the initial nodes is m 0 =20, the local world is M=10, the number of link of a new coming node is m=5, and the total number of node is N=5000.
Because the emphasis of our model is the selfregulating action of the sensor nodes, the next we simulate the situations of the degree distribution with the different attractiveness. And in the case of 0   , our model will be degenerated into the classic local-world model. The simulation result is sketched as the following Fig. 3 . From the above result chart, when the  is equal to the zero, the degree distribution of the network is similar to the 50   . This illustrates the result of self-regulating attractiveness is unconspicuous when the is too small, and the preferential attachment mainly depends on the degree of the node. But when the  grows to 500, the result of self-regulation is distinct, at this time the number of link and the regulated attractiveness of the node that together determine whether the node can be chosen or not. In order to further explain our model has the ability to control the degree of the node in case that the number of link is too large, we make the comparison from two aspects, and the simulation result indicates our model effectively reduces the node degree to save the energy and extend the network lifetime under the precondition of keeping the scale-free feature.
Above all, we follow the tracks of the nodes which come into the network at different time points, observe and record the change of their degrees. After simulating repeatedly, we use the average value to express the contrasting result. From the Fig. 4 , we can clearly find that the degree of the node isn't longer directly related to the existing time of the node, even if the earlier node in the network, it maybe don't have a large number of link. That's because of the regulated attractiveness which plays an important role on the preferential attachment. This protects the earlier nodes, decreases their risk of failure caused by the excessive links, and benefits to maintain the balance of energy consumption in the network.
The next, we tail after the node degree in our model and the local-world evolving model. Through counting the change of the degree, we can plot the contrast between them shown as the following figure. It's quite obvious to show that as time progresses, the degree of the node which comes into our evolving model at fiftieth time step is less than the links of the node at the same time comes into the local-world evolving model. And the result also declares that our model reduces the degree of the node compared with the classic local-world model.
Through comparison of the above two aspects, the simulation result illustrates the mechanism of selfregulation indeed has a role to play, and to some extent, reduces the degree of the node, economizes the energy for availably prolonging the network lifetime.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The fault tolerance of WSNs plays a significant role on the situations that the link has fault or the node is failure caused by the energy exhaustion. This paper takes advantage of some theories from the complex network, synthetically considers the energy efficiency of the wireless sensor network system. Based on the more realistic local-world evolving model, put the factors (the residual energy and the distance between the nodes) which can affect the balance of energy consumption into the preferential mechanism, by virtue of constantly regulating attractiveness, and form a kind of topology evolving model which can match the WSNs system felicitously. After researching the dynamics of the topological growth, we obtain the conclusion our model not only efficaciously controls the excessive growth of the node degree to economize the energy, but also maintains the scale-free character of the evolving model, so as to improve the fault-tolerant ability of the network system. Besides, our model is easy to apply into the practical WSNs, the residual energy could be detected by the node, and the distance to another one could be obtained through measuring the signal strength. Depend on these two parameters, the nodes is convenient to regulate the own attractiveness continually to construct the model. Therefore, our model is significative to the research and the practical application of the WSNs.
